Meeting with Joint Secy. (B-II), Hon’ble Ministry of I&B
ARTEE Leadership had a informal Meeting with Madam Abha Shukla, Joint Secy. (B-II).
Meeting was attended by President, Addl.G.S, VP(AIR) and VP(TV).
Three Core Issues: ARTEE Leadership informed the Joint Secy. about the decision taken by
the CEO in the Meeting with ARTEE dated 22/4/2014 and Approval of PB Board on all three
Core issues. It is informed that all three proposals are being sent to Hon’ble Ministry very
soon. JS (BII) assured that MIB decision will be positive on all the issues.
ARTEE also expressed its concern over implementing One Cadre One Pay issue only for the
applicants, as it shall create possibility of many litigations. JS assured and asked ARTEE to
make efforts to send the proposal as quickly as possible.
Issue of Merger of EAs and SEAs: The issue discussed with explaining its sensitivity. It was
conveyed that any efforts towards derogatory Merger of EAs and SEAs in 4200 GP is not at
all acceptable and Since there shall be no Engg.Asstt in 4200 GP after the implementation
and generalization of One Cadre One Pay issue, the Merger should be in 4600 GP only. JS
(BII) assured to look into the issue and take a positive decision.
Inclusion in 7th CPC: It was explained that, we are Central Government Employees and fully
entitled to get the benefit of 7th CPC. JS (BII) asked to submit a Representation and assured
that MIB will write to 7th CPC.
Hurdles in Clearing the Retiring Benefits: It was conveyed that Chennai and Nagpur PAO are
creating problems and refusing to accept the Orders of Prasar Bharati. PAOs are seeking
orders from Hon’ble Ministry of I & B.
ARTEE requested the JS(BII) to conduct a Meeting on Agenda. JS(BII) assured that after
receiving the proposals from Prasar Bharati JS(BII) will call an official Meeting on Agenda.
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